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Research in the Public Interest …. That’s What We do

“The Research Bureau’s well-deserved reputation for integrity 

makes its reports a vital resource for elected officials, policy 

makers, journalists and citizens alike.”

Telegram & Gazette Editorial, October 2, 2005
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A Message
from the President and the Executive Director

The year was marked by our 20th anniversary gala to celebrate our past

accomplishments, and by our efforts to position the organization for the next

two decades. On September 29 in the Great Hall of Mechanics Hall, we rec-

ognized the foresight of The Research Bureau’s founders and the hard work

and dedication of our past presidents. And we paid special tribute to Fairman

C. Cowan, who was not only instrumental in the founding of The Research

Bureau, but has played a continuous role in its growth and development.

Our tribute included establishing a fund in his honor to  support our govern-

ment performance measurement project. At the same event, with an eye

toward the future, we unveiled an updated logo with an abbreviated name,

and a new mission statement. While still officially the Worcester Regional

Research Bureau, the leadership decided that the length and difficulty of get-

ting the words in the right order called for adopting a shortened version.

Hence, we are doing business as The Research Bureau. And our mission

statement hones in on what we do best: “conducting independent, non-parti-

san research and analysis of public policy issues” in the Greater Worcester

region “to promote informed public debate and decision-making.”

A second major undertaking of The Research Bureau during this year was

the Central Massachusetts Talent Retention Project. The work was commis-

sioned by the Regional Competitiveness Council, one of six appointed by

Governor Romney three years ago. The purpose of these councils was to con-

duct in-depth analyses of each region’s economic climate and develop proj-

ects that would advance the goals of job growth and economic development

within each region. Analysis of the Central Region’s economy identified edu-

cation and knowledge-creation as one of the Region’s key strengths. Central

Massachusetts is home to fifteen colleges and universities that enroll more

than 35,000 students annually and graduate approximately 5,000 students

each year. The Central Massachusetts Regional Competitiveness Council

identified the ability to retain a greater proportion of the “home grown” tal-

ent graduating from these institutions as a priority, since this talent pool

could enhance the competitiveness and attractiveness of the workforce to

existing employers and to those interested in establishing businesses in the

Region. It is also a pool of potential entrepreneurs.
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In-Kind Gifts
Assumption College

Bank of America

Bowditch & Dewey, LLP

Charter Communications

Clark University

College of the Holy Cross

Fallon Community Health Plan

Greenberg, Rosenblatt, Kull & Bitsoli, P.C.

Massachusetts College of Pharmacy &
Health Sciences

Reservoir Printing

Seder & Chandler, LLP

UnumProvident

Telegram & Gazette

Worcester Regional Chamber
of Commerce

Worcester State College

Thomas S. Green Awards Sponsors
Abbott Bioresearch

Assumption College

Bay State Savings Bank

Beechwood Hotel

Commonwealth National Bank

DCU Center

Ecotarium

Flagship Bank & Trust

Grasseschi Plumbing & Heating, Inc.

Higgins Armory Museum

Lauring Construction Company

Massachusetts Electric

Mirick O’Connell, LLP

Music Worcester, Inc.

NSTAR

Saint-Gobain Corporation

Salisbury Singers

Sharfmans

Sole Proprietor, Inc.

TD Banknorth MA

Telegram & Gazette

Tower Hill Botanic Garden

UnumProvident

Webster House Restaurant

Worcester Art Museum

Worcester Historical Museum

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of these lists.
If we have made an error, please let us know. Thank you.
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The questions the Central Massachusetts Talent Retention Project sought to

answer were:  1) how much of this talent are we currently retaining, and 2)

how can the Region attract more college graduates to remain here.  

A summary of the findings and recommendations are found later in this

report. While this is the first time that The Research Bureau has been hired

as a consultant, there are other public agencies that have expressed interest

in engaging us on a consulting basis, and something we will consider seri-

ously if the requests are compatible with our mission.

As The Research Bureau enters its third decade of operations, we wish to

express our gratitude to the numerous individuals, corporations, foundations,

and institutions that have supported us for so many years. And a special

thank you to all the Board members who have donated their time and

resources over the years. Many have been involved since our founding. 

The 2005 contributors as well as those who have provided in-kind services

and financial sponsorship of forums are listed at the end of this report.  

We are also very grateful to The Research Bureau’s Executive Committee for

its thoughtfulness and diligence in guiding the organization. Our sincerest

thanks to Agnes Kull, The Research Bureau’s volunteer treasurer since 1994,

who, each year, donates countless hours to work on the Bureau’s behalf.  

We also want to acknowledge the Bureau’s very able staff, Jean DeIeso,

Kimberly Hood, and Kendra Metzger for their insights, initiative, teamwork,

and good humor. With the continuing beneficence of all those we have men-

tioned, The Research Bureau will have the necessary help to inform public

discussion on important public policy issues in the greater Worcester region

over the next twenty years. Our warmest thanks to all of you.

Eric H. Schultz Roberta Rubel Schaefer, Ph.D.

President Executive Director
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Greater Worcester Community
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Hoche-Scofield Foundation

McEvoy Foundation

Rice Foundation 

Stoddard Charitable Trust

Wyman-Gordon Foundation

Corporations
Abbott Bioresearch Center

AdCare Hospital 

Advantage Benefits Group, Inc.

Alexandria Real Estate Equities

American Stop Loss Insurance

Associated Building Contractors

Assumption College

Bancroft Motors

Bank of America

Bay State Savings Bank

Beechwood Hotel

Berkeley Investments

Bowditch & Dewey

Bowditch & Martinelli, Inc. 

Builders Systems, Inc.

Caldwell Banker Residential Brokerage

Carruth Capital, LLC

Central Massachusetts Regional Planning
Commission

Central Supply Company

Clark University

Coghlin Electrical Contractors, Inc.

College of the Holy Cross

Commerce Bank

Commonwealth Bank

Cutler Associates, Inc.

DCU Center

E.B. Luce Corp.

F.W. Madigan Company, Inc.

Fallon Clinic

Fallon Community Health Plan

First American Realty, Inc.

Flagship Bank & Trust 

Fletcher, Tilton & Whipple, PC

FLEXcon

Greenberg, Rosenblatt, Kull & Bitsoli

Hanover Insurance

Harr Motors

Imperial Distributors, Inc.

IPC Real Estate Management

Katz Companies

Kelleher & Sadowsky

Kinefac Corporation

LaVigne Inc.

Lian, Zarrow, Eynon & Shea

Lutco, Inc.

Manufacturing Advancement Center

MassMEP

Merit Construction Alliance

Millbrook Distributors, Inc.

Mirick O’Connell, LLP

Morgan-Worcester, Inc.

Mountain, Dearborn & Whiting LLP

National Glass Works, Inc.

National Grid

NSTAR Gas & Electric

P.L. Jones & Associates, P.C.

Peterson Oil Service

Polar Company

Quaker Special Risk

Rotman’s Furniture & Carpet

Saint-Gobain Corporation

Seder & Chandler, LLP

Small Business Service Bureau Inc.

Sole Proprietor, Inc.

Sovereign Bank

Sullivan Insurance Group, Inc.

Table Talk Pies, Inc.

TD BankNorth MA

Telegram & Gazette

The Protector Group

UMass Medical School

UMass Memorial Health Care

UnumProvident 

Verizon

Webster Five Cents Savings Bank

Worcester Business Development
Corporation

Worcester Credit Union

Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Worcester State College

Individuals
Robert Anderson

Michael Angelini

Janelle Ashley

Richard Baker

John Bassett

Philip Beals

Bruce Bennett

Dennis Berkey

Sarah Berry

S. Leslie Blatt

Jean Bolz

Mrs. Howard Booth

Christopher Bramley

Rosa & Herb Bromberg

John Brooks

Eric Buch

Brian Buckley

Joseph & Polly Carter

Harriette Chandler

Joan & Jim Christo

Henry Ciborowski

Robert Clair

Barbara Clifford

Eleanor Clifford

Christos Cocaine

Mark Colborn

J. Christopher Collins

Richard B. Collins

P. Kevin Condron

Alan Cooper

Mr. & Mrs. Fairman Cowan

Fred Cowan

Douglas Cowan

James Curran

Gilbert Davis

Peter Dawson

Martha & Bill Densmore

Henry Dewey

Tom Dolan

Alexander Drapos

David Driscoll

Ellen Dunlap

Peter & Susan Eleftherakis

Debra Eyges

Timothy Feagans

Patricia Fletcher

Warner & Mary Fletcher

Alan Fletcher

The Research Bureau Contributors – 2005
Listed below are the Foundations, Corporations and Individuals who contributed to the Worcester Regional Research Bureau
in 2005. We are very grateful for their generous support.
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Staff, Officers and Board of Directors

Staff

Roberta R. Schaefer, Ph.D.
Executive Director

Jean DeIeso
Operations and Program Manager

Kimberly Hood, MPA
Manager, CCPM

Kendra Metzger
Research Associate

Officers

Eric H. Schultz
President

Brian J. Buckley, Esq.
Vice President

James C. Garvey
Vice President for Finance

Agnes E. Kull, CPA
Treasurer

Demitrios M. Moschos, Esq.
Clerk

Executive Committee Members

John Bassett, Ph.D.

Christopher W. Bramley

Sandra L. Dunn

Timothy Feagans, Esq.

David Forsberg

Neil McDonough

Philip R. Morgan

George W. Tetler III, Esq.

Board of Directors  

Larry Allen

Robert J. Anderson, Esq. CPA

Michael P. Angelini, Esq.

Janelle Ashley, Ph.D.

Carol L. Baribeau

Bruce S. Bennett

Dennis Berkey, Ph.D.

John E. Brooks, S.J.

Barbara Clifford 

Mark R. Colborn

Christos Cocaine

J. Christopher Collins, Esq.

P. Kevin Condron

Fairman C. Cowan, Esq.

James Curran

Peter J. Dawson, Esq.

Alexander E. Drapos, Esq.

Ellen S. Dunlap

Ray Eisenbies

Kerstin E. Forrester 

Allen W. Fletcher 

Gerald M. Gates

Edward M. Glick 

Lois B. Green

Joel P. Greene, Esq.

David R. Grenon

David P. Gruber

Abraham W. Haddad, D.M.D.

James H. Harrington

Robert J. Hogan

Tim Horan

Howard Katz

William D. Kelleher 

Richard Kennedy

Richard Leahy

Robert J. Lewis 

Ann T. Lisi

Karen E. Ludington, Esq.

Francis Madigan, III 

Baltej S. Maini, M.D.

Thomas D. Manning

Peter McDonald, Ed.D.

Michael C. McFarland, S.J.

William McGarry

Joseph McManus

Martin D. McNamara

Donald R Melville

Frederick Mulligan

Robert Z. Nemeth

Andrew B. O’Donnell, Esq.

JoAnne O’Leary

Kevin O’Sullivan

Francis D. Paquette

James F. Paulhus

Thomas R. Plough, Ph.D.

Steven Rotman

Joan Sadowsky

Nancy H. Sala

Joseph Salois 

Nanette St. Pierre

J. Robert Seder, Esq.

Philip O. Shwachman

Barbara J. Sinnott

Barbara Smith-Bacon

Alan Stoll

Richard P. Traina, Ph.D.

Gregory Tranter

Charles Valade

Robert J. Vaudreuil

Arthur B. Wolpert

David K. Woodbury 

Jan B. Yost, Ed.D. 

Kenneth Zirkle, Ph.D.
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“The Research Bureau’s recom-

mendations [in the Talent

Retention report] are sound 

and simple. As always,

success depends on follow-up.

Sponsors of this survey should

insist on implementation.”  

Robert Z. Nemeth

Telegram & Gazette,

April 16, 2006

Retaining Talent

The Research Bureau recently issued the final report of the Central
Massachusetts Talent Retention Project, an initiative of the Central
Massachusetts Regional Competitiveness Council, funded by the Executive
Office of Economic Development with additional support from the Fallon
Community Health Plan and the Greater Worcester Community Foundation.
The purpose of this project was to document the career and location deci-
sions of more than 5,000 students who graduate from the Region’s fifteen
colleges each year, to better understand why they stay or leave, and to sug-
gest opportunities that would enable the Region to retain more of its talent.
The survey findings indicated that students base their location decisions pri-
marily on the availability of career opportunities, but they know little about
those opportunities in Central Massachusetts.  We concluded that colleges
and employers need to develop a series of action steps that would build
stronger connections between college students and employers in the Region. 

These steps include:

• Provide opportunities for the college and university career services staff
and other college administrators and professors to become more familiar with
the Region’s employers, employment opportunities, and the skills and qualifi-
cations employers are seeking in candidates.  Employers could host such
individuals on-site at their facilities for this purpose.

• Provide opportunities for students to meet with local employers early in
their college careers to inform students about career and employment oppor-
tunities in the Region.  These opportunities could consist of colleges hosting
informal gatherings for employers to meet with students at their campuses
and the employers opening their facilities to students through programs simi-
lar to the “Hub Crawl” sponsored by the Greater Boston Chamber of
Commerce.  At these events, there are panel discussions including senior
management and recently-hired college graduates that address various facets
of the company and the working environment.  
This is followed by informal networking and a tour of the facility.

• Establish a Web site that will serve as an “internship clearinghouse” for all
students and employers in the Region.  Ideally, the Web site will enable any
employer in the Region to post internship opportunities online and search
student resumes.  For students, the Web site will provide expanded access to
internship opportunities and employer profiles, and the ability to both submit
and post a resume online.  The development of this tool will require a part-
nership involving colleges and universities, the public sector, private employ-
ers, and non-profit organizations in the Region.

The results of this project and the recommendations are important for policy
makers, employers, the area’s institutions of higher learning, and others con-
cerned about improving the Region’s ability to retain a higher proportion of
its “home grown” talent.  Retaining and attracting young highly-educated
individuals will enable the Central Region to be more competitive and attrac-
tive to employers than it would be otherwise.   

Promoting a Healthier, More Prosperous Region
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Promoting Tourism

At the request of the Chairman of the City Manager’s Task Force on Event
and Convention Promotion, The Research Bureau studied promotion of those
activities in thirteen other cities and made recommendations to bring more
visitors and business to the City and the Region. In our report “Destination
Worcester: What’s the ‘Convention-al’ Wisdom?”, we suggested that the
Central Massachusetts Convention and Visitors Bureau (CMCVB) Board 
of Directors give greater attention to promoting conventions and events in
Worcester as the largest City in the Region and the only one with 
a convention center. To achieve this, the CMCVB Board should be 
restructured so that voting is based on population or funding contributions.
At present, Worcester is the only community in the region that provides 
local funding to the CMCVB; the predominant source of revenue is the
Massachusetts Office of Travel and Tourism.

With greater attention to Worcester, the City Manager and the City Council
should increase funding from the hotel/motel tax. (Currently, Worcester con-
tributes about 20% of the tax whereas most CVB’s studied receive at least
50% of the tax.) The City Manager and City Council should also invest in
research to determine the economic impact of tourism and conventions that
would establish baseline data. Such research would provide a better under-
standing of the market the City is trying to reach. 

“The Worcester Regional

Research Bureau yesterday

called for a major shake-up of the

board that oversees the area’s

two convention and tourism

bureaus, to bring more conven-

tion and related business to

Worcester.” 

Bronislaus Kush

Telegram & Gazette, 

March 28, 2006
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Research Bureau Annual Meeting Speakers
(1986 – 2006)

2006 David Driscoll, Massachusetts Commissioner of Education

2005 Tamar Jacoby, Author and Senior Fellow at the Manhattan Institute

2004 John Gannon, Staff Director, U.S. House of Representatives,
Select Committee on Homeland Security

2003 Governor Mitt Romney, Commonwealth of Massachusetts

2002 Fred Siegel, Professor of History, The Cooper Union for the 
Advancement of Science and Art, New York City, and Senior Fellow, 
Progressive Policy Institute

2001 Heather MacDonald, Senior Fellow, The Manhattan Institute

2000 Rev. Dr. Floyd H Flake, Senior Pastor, Allen African Methodist Episcopal 
Church and former U.S. Representative to Congress

1999 Howard Husock, Director of Case Studies in Public Policy and Management, 
Kennedy School, Harvard University

1998 Myron Magnet, Editor, City Journal

1997 Thomas Birmingham, Senate President, Commonwealth of Massachusetts

1996 Glenn C. Loury, Professor of Economics, Boston University

1995 Peter Harkness, Editor and Publisher of Governing

1994 James Q. Wilson, Author and Professor of Political Science, UCLA

1993 Robert Poole, President, Reason Foundation

1992 William Hudnut, former Mayor of Indianapolis

1991 David P. Forsberg, Secretary, Executive Office of Health and Human Services, 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts

1990 Bruce Carnes, Director of Planning and Budget,
Office of National Drug Control Policy

1989 Edward J. Logue, CEO, Logue Boston, former Director of the Boston 
Redevelopment Authority

1988 Raymond Flynn, Mayor of Boston

1987 William Bulger, Senate President, Commonwealth of Massachusetts

1986 Ira Jackson, Commissioner, Department of Revenue,
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
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According to the Worcester Regional
Research Bureau, about one-quarter of all
the problems identified in neighborhoods
aren’t issues the city is responsible for, but
rather neighborhood issues, whether it’s a
run-down residence or bushes growing
over a sidewalk. “It really has gotten citi-
zens and the city to both understand each
other’s responsibilities better,” says
Roberta Schaefer, executive director of the
bureau.

ComNET has done more than just connect
city and citizens, though. As a way to
boost broader civic participation among
some of the city’s most prominent institu-
tions, the bureau has teamed up with Holy
Cross University to incorporate ComNET
into its curriculum.

As part of two courses — in urban policy
and urban politics — Holy Cross students
join up with the neighborhood teams to go
out and conduct the annual surveys. It’s a
good way to add a little practice to the the-
ory, says Jeff Reno, assistant professor of
political science at Holy Cross, who teach-
es the two courses. Not incidentally, it also
has helped break down some of the tradi-
tional town-and-gown barriers that typical-
ly afflict college towns, he says. The part-
nership with Holy Cross is just one exam-
ple, Schaefer adds, of how ComNET can
be adapted to local circumstances and
opportunity. “Getting students and neigh-
borhoods together has been a nice side-
light,” she says.

According to the bureau, the on-the-
ground results of ComNET have been pret-
ty good, too. To date, 64 percent of around
10,000 identified problems have been
addressed by public works, code enforce-
ment or neighborhoods, according to
bureau data. Between 2003 and 2004, the
city increased sidewalk repairs by 33 per-
cent. Five thousand abandoned vehicles
were removed. And the city has boosted
street resurfacing by 58 percent. No neigh-
borhood has seen a less than 50 percent
solution rate, even in the city’s poorest
neighborhoods. Advocates point to this as
another benefit of ComNET: allowing city
officials to document relative equity in
neighborhood action and investment.

BEYOND THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Still, the city faces huge issues beyond
whether or not this pothole gets patched
or that window repaired. Even though his
budget has doubled in the past few years,
from $4 million to $8 million, DPW direc-
tor Moylan points out that the city is still
slipping backwards on such fundamental
issues as pavement resurfacing. Worcester

has 400 miles of road. Assuming a lifespan
of 20 years, Moylan says, the city should
be resurfacing 20 miles a year. In fact, it’s
doing eight.

And while the city has undergone a
remarkable renaissance, fueled by a boom
in education, medical care and research,
there are chronic fiscal issues that threaten
to overwhelm it. According to City
Manager Michael O’Brien, employee health
care costs, for example, have gone from
$23.4 million in 1991 to $65 million in
2005. It’s an unsustainable trend that
O’Brien says policy makers and city work-
ers alike have to come to terms with if the
city is going to remain fiscally viable.

Which leads to the larger question of
whether a program such as ComNET can
translate into broader political action. The
vision, says Jim Cruickshank, executive
director of the Oak Hill Community
Development Corp., is to move people
beyond the street focus and toward city-
wide advocacy. If ComNET isn’t doing that
directly, he argues, it’s at least another
avenue for attracting potential new talent
and energy to the larger cause. “Everyone
has certain interest buttons,” he says, and
ComNET has been yet another way to
draw people into civic action. Ron
Charette, who represents the city’s poorest
neighborhood, is more blunt. When it
comes to broader fiscal issues bearing
down on Worcester, what his group is
doing through ComNET “is just one small
corner of the playing field,” he says.

The other significant question facing
ComNET is sustainability. As far as com-
munity interest goes, neighborhood
activists say they’ve been successful at
assembling teams to do the ground-level
surveying. Paying for it all is another ques-
tion. ComNET’s current costs come to
about $35,000 a year, including hardware,
software, administrative costs and a small
fee to the Fund for the City of New York
for warehousing Worcester’s ComNET
data. The bulk of the costs are covered by
a grant from a nonprofit, which is slated to
end in 2007. (Costs for ComNET vary
among communities, says Cohn at the
Fund for the City of New York. It all
depends on variables such as how much
of the customized software work can be
done locally, how much training is
required, what kind of technology is
already in place and who will administer
the program.)

And so in the next couple of years, the city
and local activists are going to have to
decide whether they value the program
enough to pay for it themselves.

Cruickshank thinks the program is worth
it, and that through some joint fundraising
it can survive. “I think the approach is to
look at how we can come together to raise
resources to continue, and we’ll definitely
work on that.”

Ron Charette says that he, too, would love
to see ComNET continue, and he thinks it
is in the city’s interest to maintain it. At
the moment, though, he can’t see diverting
current resources away from other clear
areas of need. “Do I sacrifice money that
right now I’m using to get people fed?”
says Charette. “That’s the rub.”

It’s a tough choice, he adds, especially
given that he credits ComNET, in part,
with saving his neighborhood. At the end
of the 1990s, a huge slice of South
Worcester was slated for demolition to
make way for an access road to the air-
port. “There were plans to wipe out 200
homes for the airport road. We used
ComNET to document the positives and
galvanize the neighborhood. ComNET was
an epiphany. It gave us the sense that we
could fix things.”

Reprinted with permission from Governing.
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“The Research Bureau report

shows why the city and school

administration place such high

priority, in the face of strong

union resistance, on reforming

the health insurance benefits.”  

Telegram & Gazette Editorial,

March 23, 2006

The City of Worcester continues to face serious financial pressures.
During the past year, The Research Bureau continued to call attention to
these issues through reports and forums analyzing the problems and making
recommendations that would promote greater economy in the delivery
of municipal services.

Restructure municipal employee health insurance
premium contributions  

Since 1992, The Research Bureau has been alerting City officials to the perils
of the current municipal employee health insurance structure. In FY06, these
benefits cost the City $60 million, or 13.6% of the budget, the second largest
expenditure after the Worcester Public Schools. Earlier this year, the
International Brotherhood of Police Officials Local 378 agreed to increase the
employee contribution to 20% for current employees and 25% for new hires.
Unless the other unions agree to this change, employee health insurance ben-
efits will cost $67 million, or 14.3% of the FY07 budget. The City Manager
has projected that without changes, health insurance benefits will consume
40% of the budget by 2014. At The Research Bureau’s annual forum on state
and local finances on March 3, 2006, the Commonwealth’s Secretary of
Administration and Finance warned the City “You are on an unsustainable
road. Unless you turn around, you’ll be Springfield-like [which is in virtual
receivership].” If all remaining unions settled in a similar fashion to the
police union, total savings would be $9.5 million in FY07.

Build on accomplishments to improve city services
and cut costs.   

The City of Worcester has demonstrated an ability to adapt, innovate, and
improve City Services in ways that cut costs and increase productivity:

• The City’s Web site now allows for a number of transactions online includ-
ing payment of various taxes, securing several kinds of licenses and permits,
and birth, death and marriage certificates.

• The Worcester Police Department (WPD) has replaced paper reports with
an automated system for morning and overtime reports, payroll, attendance
and work schedules, all of which can be accessed electronically.

• The WPD uses digital mapping technology to identify clusters of reported
crimes and disturbances.

• The Department of Public Works and Parks (DPWP) established a
Customer Service Center (508-929-1300) which enables citizens to call one
number for all complaints related to DPWP rather than calling one of
fifteen numbers that existed previously. The Service Center received the
Massachusetts Municipal Association Innovation Award for 2005.

Promoting Economy in Municipal Operations
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“In its new report on

Worcester’s fiscal prospects,

The Research Bureau under-

scores the pressing need to

restore financial stability in fis-

cal 2007 and beyond.  The

Research Bureau’s concerns are

well-taken.  To be sure, several

proposals involve collective bar-

gaining and may be politically

sensitive.  But the alternatives

for closing the budget gap are

deep service cuts and tax hikes

– budget-balancing options that

ill-serve the city or its resi-

dents.”    

Telegram & Gazette Editorial,

May 17, 2006

In its recent report “How Can Worcester Insure its Fiscal Health in FY07 and
Beyond?”, The Research Bureau identified areas other than the employee
health insurance for reducing costs, increasing productivity, and expanding
the tax base:

• Hire a professional manager to supervise Worcester Police Department fleet
operations who will establish a vehicle maintenance schedule, a vehicle
replacement schedule, and a plan for optimal utilization of Department vehi-
cles.

• Include first responder service in EMS services provided by UMass
Memorial Healthcare at no cost to the City so as to reduce the burden on
Worcester Fire Department personnel and equipment, and reduce fuel costs.

• Restructure the Code Division of the Fire Department to include less costly
civilian engineers.

• Outsource custodial services for municipal and school buildings which
could save the City $2 million annually.

• Establish electronic bill payment to pay major vendors. Negotiate change
in contractual arrangements to be able to issue checks to all salaried munici-
pal employees either biweekly or monthly.

• Establish a trust fund to pre-fund Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB)
such as retiree health insurance, which currently represents a $1 billion lia-
bility for the City.

• Fund the Route 20 Sewer Project to create new opportunities for expanding
the City’s tax base.
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If the physical condition of a neighbor-
hood is a significant indicator of its overall
health, then few cities in the country are
taking the measure of neighborhood well-
being quite as accurately as Worcester,
Massachusetts. 
In fact, city officials and citizens say, doc-
umenting the incidence of cracked side-
walks, missing street signs and abandoned
vehicles is a way of assessing the munici-
pality at large.

The formerly down-at-the-heels industrial
town in the central part of the state is on
the leading edge of an ongoing experiment
that marries citizen action and technology.
Community leaders and city officials alike
argue that it has changed how citizens
and government view each other, as well
as the big job of keeping a cash-strapped
municipality and its downtown district
and myriad neighborhoods healthy.

The experiment, known as ComNET (tech
talk for “computerized neighborhood envi-
ronment tracking”), offers participating
neighborhoods a customized mechanism
for objectively gauging the physical condi-
tions that define them. Now in use in
nearly 60 communities and business dis-
tricts nationally, from New York City to
Seattle, ComNET was developed by the
Fund for the City of New York’s Center for
Civic Innovation “because we discovered
that citizens in large part judge govern-
ment by the physical condition of their
streets and streetscapes,” says the Fund’s
Barbara Cohn. By engaging the communi-
ty in the process of accurately cataloging
such conditions, she says, the Fund hopes
to get citizens, businesses, nonprofits and
government working more closely together
on sprucing up their communities.

To date, the ComNET phenomenon has
illustrated its power in focusing citizen
action on streetscapes, and on improving
the look of downtown business districts.
Whether that will translate into broader
civic activism or any real improvements in
municipal fiscal health remains to be seen.

A PUNCH LIST

The ComNET system is straightforward
enough. Using hand-held mini-computers
about the size of a BlackBerry, along with
digital cameras, citizens survey the condi-
tions in their neighborhood, from run-

down houses to busted streetlamps.
Armed with that inventory, neighborhoods
not only have “a punch list of problems,”
notes Ronald Charette, executive director
of the South Worcester Neighborhood
Center, but also a baseline for gauging
whether their fortunes are rising or declin-
ing.

Under the Worcester program, neighbor-
hood monitors now set out on annual,
weekend forays to check up on the physi-
cal condition of their streets and
streetscapes, homes and businesses.
Walking tightly prescribed routes that have
been downloaded into the ComNET hand-
helds, the system allows users to docu-
ment problems with pinpoint accuracy
using either street addresses or lot num-
bers.

Traveling in teams of three or four — typi-
cally a scout to keep the team on its pre-
scribed route, the unit user to input find-
ings and one or two others to point out
trouble spots — participants call up
menus listing nearly three dozen broad
categories of physical features, from
“Building-Residential” to “Crosswalks,”
offering a drop-down menu under each
that lists more specific conditions such as
“roof/chimney broken” or “lines fading.”
The data is then uploaded for analyzing
and tracking, allowing users to generate a
wide variety of spreadsheets depending on
the kind of analysis they want to do or
action they want to take.

As data accumulates from year to year,
neighborhoods get a clearer picture of spe-
cific areas of need, along with a gauge of
whether they’re dealing effectively with
documented problems. Four neighbor-
hoods in Worcester piloted the program in
2001, and four more were added in each
of the following two years. In all, the
dozen neighborhoods encompass approxi-
mately 55,000 of the city’s 175,000 resi-
dents, according to the Worcester Regional
Research Bureau, which oversees the pro-
gram.

WHO’S RESPONSIBLE?

The idea of arming citizens with tools they
can use to pressure government to act
might strike a lot of municipal officials as
a supremely dangerous idea. And one of
the Worcester officials who might be most

nervous having citizens loaded with facts
about the physical condition of their
neighborhood is Robert L. Moylan Jr.,
commissioner of the city’s Department of
Public Works. “Streets, sidewalks, litter,
lights, all that’s ours,” says Moylan.

In fact, he says, ComNET has led to at
least two interesting phenomena. Rather
than creating a noisy new lobby harangu-
ing his department about potholes and
missing street signs, the process of docu-
menting problems has actually led to a
much better understanding among citizens
of the whole issue of demand versus
resources. Moylan says neighborhoods
now are much more tuned in to the fact
that given the city’s budget situation, the
city simply can’t address every problem
that neighborhoods list — unless citizens
want to see a big jump in property taxes.
Second, and perhaps even more impor-
tant, he says, ComNET has led to a much
better understanding of who, exactly, is
responsible for what when it comes to fix-
ing up a neighborhood.

Neighborhood activists confirm Moylan’s
view. “For a long time, we kept hearing
the word ’they’ when it came to neighbor-
hood problems,” says Edith Morgan, who
lives in the Brittan Square neighborhood. ”
’They’ should do something.” The “they”
to which Morgan refers, of course, is the
city. As Morgan talks, she unfolds a
ComNET-generated spreadsheet listing all
the specific trouble spots in her neighbor-
hood. Next to each there is a clear desig-
nation of responsibility. For a remarkably
high number of them, it’s the community
itself that’s been designated as lead
agency.

With the advent of ComNET, Morgan says,
has come an increased willingness among
citizens in her neighborhood to step up
and deal with problems themselves. Now,
she notes, if there’s debris accumulating in
someone’s driveway or yard, for example,
neighborhood activists know to approach
the homeowner directly, a tactic that she
says has proved surprisingly effective. In
the case of residents who might not have
the physical or financial wherewithal to
repair or clean up their property, commu-
nity members have frequently chipped in
to get the work done.

Tracking Team
When citizens take to the streets, they learn more than just where
problems are; they learn whose job it is to fix them.
Governing, April 2006   By Jonathan Walters
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WORCESTER - Fairman C. Cowan, one of the founders of the Worcester Regional
Research Bureau, was hailed at the agency's 20th anniversary dinner at Mechanics Hall
last night as a man of vision, passion and perseverance and was honored with a
research fund in his name.

Mr. Cowan, former general counsel for the Norton Co. and a veteran of dozens of civic
campaigns, including the one that brought the city manager form of government to
Worcester, spent much of his speech crediting the bureau's success to others, especial-
ly Roberta Schaefer, its executive director from the start.

"She's bright, imaginative, persistent ... everything a manager should be," Mr. Cowan
said of Mrs. Schaefer, who was given two standing ovations from the crowd of several
hundred. "If she were in the dot-com world, she'd be a multimillionaire by now."

The bureau was the brainchild of Mr. Cowan, Paul and Philip Morgan of Morgan
Construction Co., who introduced Mr. Cowan last night, and several others. The deal
was sealed at the Worcester Club with $40,000 in pledges to get it off the ground and
an offer from Assumption College of office space at $1-a-year rent.

Now on Main Street near Mechanics Hall, the bureau has a $500,000 annual budget and
a place at the table when the city's future is debated.

Mr. Cowan, a former Isaiah Thomas Award winner, was revealed as likely the only man
on the planet to have read and edited the more than 130 research bureau reports.

In a spoof of that accomplishment, Mr. Cowan threatened from the podium to read a
20-page report compiled by him about other municipal research bureaus, and then, to
the delight of the audience, threw blank pages over his shoulder.

Bureau co-founder honored
Telegram & Gazette, September 30, 2005

“By dint of independence, intelli-

gence and persistence this lean,

mean organization has earned a

position of uncommon respect,

in this community and far

beyond.” 

Telegram & Gazette Editorial, 

June 9, 2005
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“One consequence of the

[ComNET] program, is that you

bring the community closer to

government. Residents come to

understand that while some

problems are resolved immedi-

ately, others, such as repairing

streets, become part of a capital

program that may take months

or years to fulfill.”  

Robert Moylan, Commissioner

Department of Public Works and

Parks, City of Worcester,  

The Beacon, June 2005

The Research Bureau is now in the sixth year of its performance measure-

ment project, which was implemented with a grant from the Alfred P. Sloan

Foundation in 2001. Each year, we track Worcester’s performance toward

achieving the goals of its strategic plan: to improve economic development,

public education, public safety, municipal and neighborhood services, and

youth services. Municipal departments have used The Research Bureau’s

trend data to improve the management of departments and the delivery of

services.

The Research Bureau’s ComNET (Computerized Neighborhood Environment

Tracking) surveys have been particularly helpful in contributing to some City

initiatives. Since the spring of 2001, The Research Bureau has partnered with

more than 100 residents in 13 of the most socio-economically challenged

neighborhoods (comprising 180 miles of sidewalks and about one-third of the

City’s population) to conduct ComNET surveys. Each survey allows residents,

who are accompanied by students from the College of the Holy Cross and

trained to use handheld computers and digital cameras, to systematically

record various problems and assets in their neighborhoods. The data collect-

ed are then transmitted to the appropriate agency for remedial action.

Citywide, almost two-thirds of the more than 10,000 problems identified

though ComNET have been resolved primarily by Public Works, Code

Enforcement, Parks, and neighborhood associations working in partnership to

improve the quality of life of residents and the overall vitality of Worcester’s

neighborhoods. 

Some of the City’s initiatives include the following:

Abandoned Vehicle Removal Program – Abandoned vehicles were identified

by ComNET participants as a major problem. They were not being removed

in a timely fashion partly because the job was the responsibility of two sepa-

rate departments. Since the Department of Public Works and Parks (DPWP)

assumed responsibility for the Abandoned Vehicle Removal Program in 2003,

more than 5,000 vehicles have been tagged and removed. The revenues col-

lected from fines issued have exceeded towing and storage costs incurred by

DPWP, allowing the program to be self-sufficient.

Street and Sidewalk Repair – The poor condition of the City’s streets and

sidewalks is the most frequently identified problem by ComNET participants.

(It is also cited as a serious problem in the yearly Citizen Satisfaction

Survey.) While DPWP was well aware of the issue, the survey quantified the

extent of the problem and resident dissatisfaction. Over the last few years,

the City has made a serious commitment to systematically remedy the prob-

lem although securing sufficient funding for these repairs remains a serious

problem. From 2003 to 2004, the City increased the number of street miles

resurfaced by 58% and miles of sidewalk repaired by 33%. The FY07 budget

includes an additional $2.25 million for street and sidewalk repair.

Monitoring Trends to Improve Management
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The Worcester Regional Research Bureau would be justified in celebrating its 20th
anniversary by looking back on two decades of thoughtful, independent public-policy
analysis.

While paying due homage to accomplishments of the past, however, there has been a
strong emphasis on the future. The organization embarks on its third decade with a new
name - simply, The Research Bureau - a new, streamlined mission statement and a new
research fund. 

The Fairman C. Cowan Research Fund, established with a major leadership grant from
Saint-Gobain, recognizes the contributions of Mr. Cowan, a co-founder and driving
force since the organization's inception. It will be used as needed to start new projects
and to continue projects in progress. 

The Research Bureau is a fully collaborative and collegial enterprise, but much of the
credit for its record of accomplishment belongs to its indefatigable executive director.
Roberta R. Schaefer brings to the job a rare blend of intelligence, passion and the abil-
ity to fairly weigh diverse points of view on every issue. 

The Research Bureau's well-deserved reputation for integrity has made its reports - 130
of them to date - a vital resource for public policy-makers, elected officials, journalists
and engaged citizens alike. Worcester and the region are fortunate, indeed, to have such
a resource. 

By any name –
The Research Bureau at 20, stronger than ever
Telegram & Gazette, October 2, 2005

Printed with permission of the Telegram & Gazette

“The range of complex, often

controversial issues the bureau

has tackled is astonishing.”  

Telegram & Gazette Editorial, 

June 9, 2005

Customer Service Center (508-929-1300) – This project, mentioned earlier,

developed in part as a result of The Research Bureau’s proposal that the City

establish a system of enabling citizens to log in their requests for service on

a regular basis rather than having to wait for the yearly ComNET survey. 

The Customer Service Center, managed by DPWP since it began operations

in 2002, is a computerized service request/work order system, which logs

and tracks citizen requests, inquiries, and complaints. During FY05, the

Center responded to over 110,000 calls and about one-quarter resulted in

work orders. When a call comes in requesting, for example, that a pothole be

filled, a computerized work order appears on the screen in front of the con-

sumer service representative, prompting the representative to enter the

appropriate information about the caller and the service request. The com-

pleted request then goes electronically to the appropriate DPWP division.

The DPWP division accepts the work order, updates it as necessary and clos-

es it when the work is completed. A resident can call the Service Center at

any time for an update on the project. The Customer Service Center has

recently been experimenting with the use of handheld computers in the field

by DPWP personnel. This will allow workers to receive a request for action

from the Customer Service Center, respond to the problem and report back to

the service center that it has been resolved, all via computer. DPWP is work-

ing to enhance an online component to allow citizens to submit requests

using the Internet and email. As noted earlier, the Service Center saves thou-

sands of dollars a year because fewer people are needed to answer phones. It

also has improved the way information is passed on to the public and cut the

response time of the DPWP to residents’ complaints. 

Keep Worcester Clean – An analysis of the ComNET data indicated that a

number of the issues identified during the surveys cut across departmental

jurisdictions. The Keep Worcester Clean Program (KWC) is the result of a col-

laboration among the Department of Public Works and Parks, Divisions of

Health and Code, and numerous neighborhood associations to better coordi-

nate existing City services. The aim is to improve the overall cleanliness of

the City, including street and sidewalk sweeping, graffiti removal, and the

City’s response to litter and illegal dumping.  

Neighborhood Plans – The City’s Planning Division has incorporated

ComNET data into the neighborhood plans it has developed for two of

Worcester’s targeted neighborhoods. The data have been overlaid onto maps,

which show existing structures, projects planned, and other neighborhood

features.

Use of ComNET Data by Neighborhood Associations – ComNET data are used

in grant applications for funding and to develop association work plans that

measure specific outcomes such as improved physical appearance of neigh-

borhoods. 
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The Worcester Regional Research Bureau would be justified in celebrating its 20th
anniversary by looking back on two decades of thoughtful, independent public-policy
analysis.

While paying due homage to accomplishments of the past, however, there has been a
strong emphasis on the future. The organization embarks on its third decade with a new
name - simply, The Research Bureau - a new, streamlined mission statement and a new
research fund. 

The Fairman C. Cowan Research Fund, established with a major leadership grant from
Saint-Gobain, recognizes the contributions of Mr. Cowan, a co-founder and driving
force since the organization's inception. It will be used as needed to start new projects
and to continue projects in progress. 

The Research Bureau is a fully collaborative and collegial enterprise, but much of the
credit for its record of accomplishment belongs to its indefatigable executive director.
Roberta R. Schaefer brings to the job a rare blend of intelligence, passion and the abil-
ity to fairly weigh diverse points of view on every issue. 

The Research Bureau's well-deserved reputation for integrity has made its reports - 130
of them to date - a vital resource for public policy-makers, elected officials, journalists
and engaged citizens alike. Worcester and the region are fortunate, indeed, to have such
a resource. 

By any name –
The Research Bureau at 20, stronger than ever
Telegram & Gazette, October 2, 2005
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“The range of complex, often

controversial issues the bureau

has tackled is astonishing.”  

Telegram & Gazette Editorial, 

June 9, 2005

Customer Service Center (508-929-1300) – This project, mentioned earlier,

developed in part as a result of The Research Bureau’s proposal that the City

establish a system of enabling citizens to log in their requests for service on

a regular basis rather than having to wait for the yearly ComNET survey. 

The Customer Service Center, managed by DPWP since it began operations

in 2002, is a computerized service request/work order system, which logs

and tracks citizen requests, inquiries, and complaints. During FY05, the

Center responded to over 110,000 calls and about one-quarter resulted in

work orders. When a call comes in requesting, for example, that a pothole be

filled, a computerized work order appears on the screen in front of the con-

sumer service representative, prompting the representative to enter the

appropriate information about the caller and the service request. The com-

pleted request then goes electronically to the appropriate DPWP division.

The DPWP division accepts the work order, updates it as necessary and clos-

es it when the work is completed. A resident can call the Service Center at

any time for an update on the project. The Customer Service Center has

recently been experimenting with the use of handheld computers in the field

by DPWP personnel. This will allow workers to receive a request for action

from the Customer Service Center, respond to the problem and report back to

the service center that it has been resolved, all via computer. DPWP is work-

ing to enhance an online component to allow citizens to submit requests

using the Internet and email. As noted earlier, the Service Center saves thou-

sands of dollars a year because fewer people are needed to answer phones. It

also has improved the way information is passed on to the public and cut the

response time of the DPWP to residents’ complaints. 

Keep Worcester Clean – An analysis of the ComNET data indicated that a

number of the issues identified during the surveys cut across departmental

jurisdictions. The Keep Worcester Clean Program (KWC) is the result of a col-

laboration among the Department of Public Works and Parks, Divisions of

Health and Code, and numerous neighborhood associations to better coordi-

nate existing City services. The aim is to improve the overall cleanliness of

the City, including street and sidewalk sweeping, graffiti removal, and the

City’s response to litter and illegal dumping.  

Neighborhood Plans – The City’s Planning Division has incorporated

ComNET data into the neighborhood plans it has developed for two of

Worcester’s targeted neighborhoods. The data have been overlaid onto maps,

which show existing structures, projects planned, and other neighborhood

features.

Use of ComNET Data by Neighborhood Associations – ComNET data are used

in grant applications for funding and to develop association work plans that

measure specific outcomes such as improved physical appearance of neigh-

borhoods. 
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WORCESTER - Fairman C. Cowan, one of the founders of the Worcester Regional
Research Bureau, was hailed at the agency's 20th anniversary dinner at Mechanics Hall
last night as a man of vision, passion and perseverance and was honored with a
research fund in his name.

Mr. Cowan, former general counsel for the Norton Co. and a veteran of dozens of civic
campaigns, including the one that brought the city manager form of government to
Worcester, spent much of his speech crediting the bureau's success to others, especial-
ly Roberta Schaefer, its executive director from the start.

"She's bright, imaginative, persistent ... everything a manager should be," Mr. Cowan
said of Mrs. Schaefer, who was given two standing ovations from the crowd of several
hundred. "If she were in the dot-com world, she'd be a multimillionaire by now."

The bureau was the brainchild of Mr. Cowan, Paul and Philip Morgan of Morgan
Construction Co., who introduced Mr. Cowan last night, and several others. The deal
was sealed at the Worcester Club with $40,000 in pledges to get it off the ground and
an offer from Assumption College of office space at $1-a-year rent.

Now on Main Street near Mechanics Hall, the bureau has a $500,000 annual budget and
a place at the table when the city's future is debated.

Mr. Cowan, a former Isaiah Thomas Award winner, was revealed as likely the only man
on the planet to have read and edited the more than 130 research bureau reports.

In a spoof of that accomplishment, Mr. Cowan threatened from the podium to read a
20-page report compiled by him about other municipal research bureaus, and then, to
the delight of the audience, threw blank pages over his shoulder.
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“By dint of independence, intelli-
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position of uncommon respect,

in this community and far

beyond.” 

Telegram & Gazette Editorial, 
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“One consequence of the

[ComNET] program, is that you

bring the community closer to

government. Residents come to

understand that while some

problems are resolved immedi-

ately, others, such as repairing

streets, become part of a capital

program that may take months

or years to fulfill.”  

Robert Moylan, Commissioner

Department of Public Works and

Parks, City of Worcester,  

The Beacon, June 2005

The Research Bureau is now in the sixth year of its performance measure-

ment project, which was implemented with a grant from the Alfred P. Sloan

Foundation in 2001. Each year, we track Worcester’s performance toward

achieving the goals of its strategic plan: to improve economic development,

public education, public safety, municipal and neighborhood services, and

youth services. Municipal departments have used The Research Bureau’s

trend data to improve the management of departments and the delivery of

services.

The Research Bureau’s ComNET (Computerized Neighborhood Environment

Tracking) surveys have been particularly helpful in contributing to some City

initiatives. Since the spring of 2001, The Research Bureau has partnered with

more than 100 residents in 13 of the most socio-economically challenged

neighborhoods (comprising 180 miles of sidewalks and about one-third of the

City’s population) to conduct ComNET surveys. Each survey allows residents,

who are accompanied by students from the College of the Holy Cross and

trained to use handheld computers and digital cameras, to systematically

record various problems and assets in their neighborhoods. The data collect-

ed are then transmitted to the appropriate agency for remedial action.

Citywide, almost two-thirds of the more than 10,000 problems identified

though ComNET have been resolved primarily by Public Works, Code

Enforcement, Parks, and neighborhood associations working in partnership to

improve the quality of life of residents and the overall vitality of Worcester’s

neighborhoods. 

Some of the City’s initiatives include the following:

Abandoned Vehicle Removal Program – Abandoned vehicles were identified

by ComNET participants as a major problem. They were not being removed

in a timely fashion partly because the job was the responsibility of two sepa-

rate departments. Since the Department of Public Works and Parks (DPWP)

assumed responsibility for the Abandoned Vehicle Removal Program in 2003,

more than 5,000 vehicles have been tagged and removed. The revenues col-

lected from fines issued have exceeded towing and storage costs incurred by

DPWP, allowing the program to be self-sufficient.

Street and Sidewalk Repair – The poor condition of the City’s streets and

sidewalks is the most frequently identified problem by ComNET participants.

(It is also cited as a serious problem in the yearly Citizen Satisfaction

Survey.) While DPWP was well aware of the issue, the survey quantified the

extent of the problem and resident dissatisfaction. Over the last few years,

the City has made a serious commitment to systematically remedy the prob-

lem although securing sufficient funding for these repairs remains a serious

problem. From 2003 to 2004, the City increased the number of street miles

resurfaced by 58% and miles of sidewalk repaired by 33%. The FY07 budget

includes an additional $2.25 million for street and sidewalk repair.

Monitoring Trends to Improve Management
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“In its new report on

Worcester’s fiscal prospects,

The Research Bureau under-

scores the pressing need to

restore financial stability in fis-

cal 2007 and beyond.  The

Research Bureau’s concerns are

well-taken.  To be sure, several

proposals involve collective bar-

gaining and may be politically

sensitive.  But the alternatives

for closing the budget gap are

deep service cuts and tax hikes

– budget-balancing options that

ill-serve the city or its resi-

dents.”    

Telegram & Gazette Editorial,

May 17, 2006

In its recent report “How Can Worcester Insure its Fiscal Health in FY07 and
Beyond?”, The Research Bureau identified areas other than the employee
health insurance for reducing costs, increasing productivity, and expanding
the tax base:

• Hire a professional manager to supervise Worcester Police Department fleet
operations who will establish a vehicle maintenance schedule, a vehicle
replacement schedule, and a plan for optimal utilization of Department vehi-
cles.

• Include first responder service in EMS services provided by UMass
Memorial Healthcare at no cost to the City so as to reduce the burden on
Worcester Fire Department personnel and equipment, and reduce fuel costs.

• Restructure the Code Division of the Fire Department to include less costly
civilian engineers.

• Outsource custodial services for municipal and school buildings which
could save the City $2 million annually.

• Establish electronic bill payment to pay major vendors. Negotiate change
in contractual arrangements to be able to issue checks to all salaried munici-
pal employees either biweekly or monthly.

• Establish a trust fund to pre-fund Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB)
such as retiree health insurance, which currently represents a $1 billion lia-
bility for the City.

• Fund the Route 20 Sewer Project to create new opportunities for expanding
the City’s tax base.
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If the physical condition of a neighbor-
hood is a significant indicator of its overall
health, then few cities in the country are
taking the measure of neighborhood well-
being quite as accurately as Worcester,
Massachusetts. 
In fact, city officials and citizens say, doc-
umenting the incidence of cracked side-
walks, missing street signs and abandoned
vehicles is a way of assessing the munici-
pality at large.

The formerly down-at-the-heels industrial
town in the central part of the state is on
the leading edge of an ongoing experiment
that marries citizen action and technology.
Community leaders and city officials alike
argue that it has changed how citizens
and government view each other, as well
as the big job of keeping a cash-strapped
municipality and its downtown district
and myriad neighborhoods healthy.

The experiment, known as ComNET (tech
talk for “computerized neighborhood envi-
ronment tracking”), offers participating
neighborhoods a customized mechanism
for objectively gauging the physical condi-
tions that define them. Now in use in
nearly 60 communities and business dis-
tricts nationally, from New York City to
Seattle, ComNET was developed by the
Fund for the City of New York’s Center for
Civic Innovation “because we discovered
that citizens in large part judge govern-
ment by the physical condition of their
streets and streetscapes,” says the Fund’s
Barbara Cohn. By engaging the communi-
ty in the process of accurately cataloging
such conditions, she says, the Fund hopes
to get citizens, businesses, nonprofits and
government working more closely together
on sprucing up their communities.

To date, the ComNET phenomenon has
illustrated its power in focusing citizen
action on streetscapes, and on improving
the look of downtown business districts.
Whether that will translate into broader
civic activism or any real improvements in
municipal fiscal health remains to be seen.

A PUNCH LIST

The ComNET system is straightforward
enough. Using hand-held mini-computers
about the size of a BlackBerry, along with
digital cameras, citizens survey the condi-
tions in their neighborhood, from run-

down houses to busted streetlamps.
Armed with that inventory, neighborhoods
not only have “a punch list of problems,”
notes Ronald Charette, executive director
of the South Worcester Neighborhood
Center, but also a baseline for gauging
whether their fortunes are rising or declin-
ing.

Under the Worcester program, neighbor-
hood monitors now set out on annual,
weekend forays to check up on the physi-
cal condition of their streets and
streetscapes, homes and businesses.
Walking tightly prescribed routes that have
been downloaded into the ComNET hand-
helds, the system allows users to docu-
ment problems with pinpoint accuracy
using either street addresses or lot num-
bers.

Traveling in teams of three or four — typi-
cally a scout to keep the team on its pre-
scribed route, the unit user to input find-
ings and one or two others to point out
trouble spots — participants call up
menus listing nearly three dozen broad
categories of physical features, from
“Building-Residential” to “Crosswalks,”
offering a drop-down menu under each
that lists more specific conditions such as
“roof/chimney broken” or “lines fading.”
The data is then uploaded for analyzing
and tracking, allowing users to generate a
wide variety of spreadsheets depending on
the kind of analysis they want to do or
action they want to take.

As data accumulates from year to year,
neighborhoods get a clearer picture of spe-
cific areas of need, along with a gauge of
whether they’re dealing effectively with
documented problems. Four neighbor-
hoods in Worcester piloted the program in
2001, and four more were added in each
of the following two years. In all, the
dozen neighborhoods encompass approxi-
mately 55,000 of the city’s 175,000 resi-
dents, according to the Worcester Regional
Research Bureau, which oversees the pro-
gram.

WHO’S RESPONSIBLE?

The idea of arming citizens with tools they
can use to pressure government to act
might strike a lot of municipal officials as
a supremely dangerous idea. And one of
the Worcester officials who might be most

nervous having citizens loaded with facts
about the physical condition of their
neighborhood is Robert L. Moylan Jr.,
commissioner of the city’s Department of
Public Works. “Streets, sidewalks, litter,
lights, all that’s ours,” says Moylan.

In fact, he says, ComNET has led to at
least two interesting phenomena. Rather
than creating a noisy new lobby harangu-
ing his department about potholes and
missing street signs, the process of docu-
menting problems has actually led to a
much better understanding among citizens
of the whole issue of demand versus
resources. Moylan says neighborhoods
now are much more tuned in to the fact
that given the city’s budget situation, the
city simply can’t address every problem
that neighborhoods list — unless citizens
want to see a big jump in property taxes.
Second, and perhaps even more impor-
tant, he says, ComNET has led to a much
better understanding of who, exactly, is
responsible for what when it comes to fix-
ing up a neighborhood.

Neighborhood activists confirm Moylan’s
view. “For a long time, we kept hearing
the word ’they’ when it came to neighbor-
hood problems,” says Edith Morgan, who
lives in the Brittan Square neighborhood. ”
’They’ should do something.” The “they”
to which Morgan refers, of course, is the
city. As Morgan talks, she unfolds a
ComNET-generated spreadsheet listing all
the specific trouble spots in her neighbor-
hood. Next to each there is a clear desig-
nation of responsibility. For a remarkably
high number of them, it’s the community
itself that’s been designated as lead
agency.

With the advent of ComNET, Morgan says,
has come an increased willingness among
citizens in her neighborhood to step up
and deal with problems themselves. Now,
she notes, if there’s debris accumulating in
someone’s driveway or yard, for example,
neighborhood activists know to approach
the homeowner directly, a tactic that she
says has proved surprisingly effective. In
the case of residents who might not have
the physical or financial wherewithal to
repair or clean up their property, commu-
nity members have frequently chipped in
to get the work done.

Tracking Team
When citizens take to the streets, they learn more than just where
problems are; they learn whose job it is to fix them.
Governing, April 2006   By Jonathan Walters
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According to the Worcester Regional
Research Bureau, about one-quarter of all
the problems identified in neighborhoods
aren’t issues the city is responsible for, but
rather neighborhood issues, whether it’s a
run-down residence or bushes growing
over a sidewalk. “It really has gotten citi-
zens and the city to both understand each
other’s responsibilities better,” says
Roberta Schaefer, executive director of the
bureau.

ComNET has done more than just connect
city and citizens, though. As a way to
boost broader civic participation among
some of the city’s most prominent institu-
tions, the bureau has teamed up with Holy
Cross University to incorporate ComNET
into its curriculum.

As part of two courses — in urban policy
and urban politics — Holy Cross students
join up with the neighborhood teams to go
out and conduct the annual surveys. It’s a
good way to add a little practice to the the-
ory, says Jeff Reno, assistant professor of
political science at Holy Cross, who teach-
es the two courses. Not incidentally, it also
has helped break down some of the tradi-
tional town-and-gown barriers that typical-
ly afflict college towns, he says. The part-
nership with Holy Cross is just one exam-
ple, Schaefer adds, of how ComNET can
be adapted to local circumstances and
opportunity. “Getting students and neigh-
borhoods together has been a nice side-
light,” she says.

According to the bureau, the on-the-
ground results of ComNET have been pret-
ty good, too. To date, 64 percent of around
10,000 identified problems have been
addressed by public works, code enforce-
ment or neighborhoods, according to
bureau data. Between 2003 and 2004, the
city increased sidewalk repairs by 33 per-
cent. Five thousand abandoned vehicles
were removed. And the city has boosted
street resurfacing by 58 percent. No neigh-
borhood has seen a less than 50 percent
solution rate, even in the city’s poorest
neighborhoods. Advocates point to this as
another benefit of ComNET: allowing city
officials to document relative equity in
neighborhood action and investment.

BEYOND THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Still, the city faces huge issues beyond
whether or not this pothole gets patched
or that window repaired. Even though his
budget has doubled in the past few years,
from $4 million to $8 million, DPW direc-
tor Moylan points out that the city is still
slipping backwards on such fundamental
issues as pavement resurfacing. Worcester

has 400 miles of road. Assuming a lifespan
of 20 years, Moylan says, the city should
be resurfacing 20 miles a year. In fact, it’s
doing eight.

And while the city has undergone a
remarkable renaissance, fueled by a boom
in education, medical care and research,
there are chronic fiscal issues that threaten
to overwhelm it. According to City
Manager Michael O’Brien, employee health
care costs, for example, have gone from
$23.4 million in 1991 to $65 million in
2005. It’s an unsustainable trend that
O’Brien says policy makers and city work-
ers alike have to come to terms with if the
city is going to remain fiscally viable.

Which leads to the larger question of
whether a program such as ComNET can
translate into broader political action. The
vision, says Jim Cruickshank, executive
director of the Oak Hill Community
Development Corp., is to move people
beyond the street focus and toward city-
wide advocacy. If ComNET isn’t doing that
directly, he argues, it’s at least another
avenue for attracting potential new talent
and energy to the larger cause. “Everyone
has certain interest buttons,” he says, and
ComNET has been yet another way to
draw people into civic action. Ron
Charette, who represents the city’s poorest
neighborhood, is more blunt. When it
comes to broader fiscal issues bearing
down on Worcester, what his group is
doing through ComNET “is just one small
corner of the playing field,” he says.

The other significant question facing
ComNET is sustainability. As far as com-
munity interest goes, neighborhood
activists say they’ve been successful at
assembling teams to do the ground-level
surveying. Paying for it all is another ques-
tion. ComNET’s current costs come to
about $35,000 a year, including hardware,
software, administrative costs and a small
fee to the Fund for the City of New York
for warehousing Worcester’s ComNET
data. The bulk of the costs are covered by
a grant from a nonprofit, which is slated to
end in 2007. (Costs for ComNET vary
among communities, says Cohn at the
Fund for the City of New York. It all
depends on variables such as how much
of the customized software work can be
done locally, how much training is
required, what kind of technology is
already in place and who will administer
the program.)

And so in the next couple of years, the city
and local activists are going to have to
decide whether they value the program
enough to pay for it themselves.

Cruickshank thinks the program is worth
it, and that through some joint fundraising
it can survive. “I think the approach is to
look at how we can come together to raise
resources to continue, and we’ll definitely
work on that.”

Ron Charette says that he, too, would love
to see ComNET continue, and he thinks it
is in the city’s interest to maintain it. At
the moment, though, he can’t see diverting
current resources away from other clear
areas of need. “Do I sacrifice money that
right now I’m using to get people fed?”
says Charette. “That’s the rub.”

It’s a tough choice, he adds, especially
given that he credits ComNET, in part,
with saving his neighborhood. At the end
of the 1990s, a huge slice of South
Worcester was slated for demolition to
make way for an access road to the air-
port. “There were plans to wipe out 200
homes for the airport road. We used
ComNET to document the positives and
galvanize the neighborhood. ComNET was
an epiphany. It gave us the sense that we
could fix things.”

Reprinted with permission from Governing.
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“The Research Bureau report

shows why the city and school

administration place such high

priority, in the face of strong

union resistance, on reforming

the health insurance benefits.”  

Telegram & Gazette Editorial,

March 23, 2006

The City of Worcester continues to face serious financial pressures.
During the past year, The Research Bureau continued to call attention to
these issues through reports and forums analyzing the problems and making
recommendations that would promote greater economy in the delivery
of municipal services.

Restructure municipal employee health insurance
premium contributions  

Since 1992, The Research Bureau has been alerting City officials to the perils
of the current municipal employee health insurance structure. In FY06, these
benefits cost the City $60 million, or 13.6% of the budget, the second largest
expenditure after the Worcester Public Schools. Earlier this year, the
International Brotherhood of Police Officials Local 378 agreed to increase the
employee contribution to 20% for current employees and 25% for new hires.
Unless the other unions agree to this change, employee health insurance ben-
efits will cost $67 million, or 14.3% of the FY07 budget. The City Manager
has projected that without changes, health insurance benefits will consume
40% of the budget by 2014. At The Research Bureau’s annual forum on state
and local finances on March 3, 2006, the Commonwealth’s Secretary of
Administration and Finance warned the City “You are on an unsustainable
road. Unless you turn around, you’ll be Springfield-like [which is in virtual
receivership].” If all remaining unions settled in a similar fashion to the
police union, total savings would be $9.5 million in FY07.

Build on accomplishments to improve city services
and cut costs.   

The City of Worcester has demonstrated an ability to adapt, innovate, and
improve City Services in ways that cut costs and increase productivity:

• The City’s Web site now allows for a number of transactions online includ-
ing payment of various taxes, securing several kinds of licenses and permits,
and birth, death and marriage certificates.

• The Worcester Police Department (WPD) has replaced paper reports with
an automated system for morning and overtime reports, payroll, attendance
and work schedules, all of which can be accessed electronically.

• The WPD uses digital mapping technology to identify clusters of reported
crimes and disturbances.

• The Department of Public Works and Parks (DPWP) established a
Customer Service Center (508-929-1300) which enables citizens to call one
number for all complaints related to DPWP rather than calling one of
fifteen numbers that existed previously. The Service Center received the
Massachusetts Municipal Association Innovation Award for 2005.

Promoting Economy in Municipal Operations
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Promoting Tourism

At the request of the Chairman of the City Manager’s Task Force on Event
and Convention Promotion, The Research Bureau studied promotion of those
activities in thirteen other cities and made recommendations to bring more
visitors and business to the City and the Region. In our report “Destination
Worcester: What’s the ‘Convention-al’ Wisdom?”, we suggested that the
Central Massachusetts Convention and Visitors Bureau (CMCVB) Board 
of Directors give greater attention to promoting conventions and events in
Worcester as the largest City in the Region and the only one with 
a convention center. To achieve this, the CMCVB Board should be 
restructured so that voting is based on population or funding contributions.
At present, Worcester is the only community in the region that provides 
local funding to the CMCVB; the predominant source of revenue is the
Massachusetts Office of Travel and Tourism.

With greater attention to Worcester, the City Manager and the City Council
should increase funding from the hotel/motel tax. (Currently, Worcester con-
tributes about 20% of the tax whereas most CVB’s studied receive at least
50% of the tax.) The City Manager and City Council should also invest in
research to determine the economic impact of tourism and conventions that
would establish baseline data. Such research would provide a better under-
standing of the market the City is trying to reach. 

“The Worcester Regional

Research Bureau yesterday

called for a major shake-up of the

board that oversees the area’s

two convention and tourism

bureaus, to bring more conven-

tion and related business to

Worcester.” 

Bronislaus Kush

Telegram & Gazette, 

March 28, 2006
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Research Bureau Annual Meeting Speakers
(1986 – 2006)

2006 David Driscoll, Massachusetts Commissioner of Education

2005 Tamar Jacoby, Author and Senior Fellow at the Manhattan Institute

2004 John Gannon, Staff Director, U.S. House of Representatives,
Select Committee on Homeland Security

2003 Governor Mitt Romney, Commonwealth of Massachusetts

2002 Fred Siegel, Professor of History, The Cooper Union for the 
Advancement of Science and Art, New York City, and Senior Fellow, 
Progressive Policy Institute

2001 Heather MacDonald, Senior Fellow, The Manhattan Institute

2000 Rev. Dr. Floyd H Flake, Senior Pastor, Allen African Methodist Episcopal 
Church and former U.S. Representative to Congress

1999 Howard Husock, Director of Case Studies in Public Policy and Management, 
Kennedy School, Harvard University

1998 Myron Magnet, Editor, City Journal

1997 Thomas Birmingham, Senate President, Commonwealth of Massachusetts

1996 Glenn C. Loury, Professor of Economics, Boston University

1995 Peter Harkness, Editor and Publisher of Governing

1994 James Q. Wilson, Author and Professor of Political Science, UCLA

1993 Robert Poole, President, Reason Foundation

1992 William Hudnut, former Mayor of Indianapolis

1991 David P. Forsberg, Secretary, Executive Office of Health and Human Services, 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts

1990 Bruce Carnes, Director of Planning and Budget,
Office of National Drug Control Policy

1989 Edward J. Logue, CEO, Logue Boston, former Director of the Boston 
Redevelopment Authority

1988 Raymond Flynn, Mayor of Boston

1987 William Bulger, Senate President, Commonwealth of Massachusetts

1986 Ira Jackson, Commissioner, Department of Revenue,
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
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“The Research Bureau’s recom-

mendations [in the Talent

Retention report] are sound 

and simple. As always,

success depends on follow-up.

Sponsors of this survey should

insist on implementation.”  

Robert Z. Nemeth

Telegram & Gazette,

April 16, 2006

Retaining Talent

The Research Bureau recently issued the final report of the Central
Massachusetts Talent Retention Project, an initiative of the Central
Massachusetts Regional Competitiveness Council, funded by the Executive
Office of Economic Development with additional support from the Fallon
Community Health Plan and the Greater Worcester Community Foundation.
The purpose of this project was to document the career and location deci-
sions of more than 5,000 students who graduate from the Region’s fifteen
colleges each year, to better understand why they stay or leave, and to sug-
gest opportunities that would enable the Region to retain more of its talent.
The survey findings indicated that students base their location decisions pri-
marily on the availability of career opportunities, but they know little about
those opportunities in Central Massachusetts.  We concluded that colleges
and employers need to develop a series of action steps that would build
stronger connections between college students and employers in the Region. 

These steps include:

• Provide opportunities for the college and university career services staff
and other college administrators and professors to become more familiar with
the Region’s employers, employment opportunities, and the skills and qualifi-
cations employers are seeking in candidates.  Employers could host such
individuals on-site at their facilities for this purpose.

• Provide opportunities for students to meet with local employers early in
their college careers to inform students about career and employment oppor-
tunities in the Region.  These opportunities could consist of colleges hosting
informal gatherings for employers to meet with students at their campuses
and the employers opening their facilities to students through programs simi-
lar to the “Hub Crawl” sponsored by the Greater Boston Chamber of
Commerce.  At these events, there are panel discussions including senior
management and recently-hired college graduates that address various facets
of the company and the working environment.  
This is followed by informal networking and a tour of the facility.

• Establish a Web site that will serve as an “internship clearinghouse” for all
students and employers in the Region.  Ideally, the Web site will enable any
employer in the Region to post internship opportunities online and search
student resumes.  For students, the Web site will provide expanded access to
internship opportunities and employer profiles, and the ability to both submit
and post a resume online.  The development of this tool will require a part-
nership involving colleges and universities, the public sector, private employ-
ers, and non-profit organizations in the Region.

The results of this project and the recommendations are important for policy
makers, employers, the area’s institutions of higher learning, and others con-
cerned about improving the Region’s ability to retain a higher proportion of
its “home grown” talent.  Retaining and attracting young highly-educated
individuals will enable the Central Region to be more competitive and attrac-
tive to employers than it would be otherwise.   

Promoting a Healthier, More Prosperous Region
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The questions the Central Massachusetts Talent Retention Project sought to

answer were:  1) how much of this talent are we currently retaining, and 2)

how can the Region attract more college graduates to remain here.  

A summary of the findings and recommendations are found later in this

report. While this is the first time that The Research Bureau has been hired

as a consultant, there are other public agencies that have expressed interest

in engaging us on a consulting basis, and something we will consider seri-

ously if the requests are compatible with our mission.

As The Research Bureau enters its third decade of operations, we wish to

express our gratitude to the numerous individuals, corporations, foundations,

and institutions that have supported us for so many years. And a special

thank you to all the Board members who have donated their time and

resources over the years. Many have been involved since our founding. 

The 2005 contributors as well as those who have provided in-kind services

and financial sponsorship of forums are listed at the end of this report.  

We are also very grateful to The Research Bureau’s Executive Committee for

its thoughtfulness and diligence in guiding the organization. Our sincerest

thanks to Agnes Kull, The Research Bureau’s volunteer treasurer since 1994,

who, each year, donates countless hours to work on the Bureau’s behalf.  

We also want to acknowledge the Bureau’s very able staff, Jean DeIeso,

Kimberly Hood, and Kendra Metzger for their insights, initiative, teamwork,

and good humor. With the continuing beneficence of all those we have men-

tioned, The Research Bureau will have the necessary help to inform public

discussion on important public policy issues in the greater Worcester region

over the next twenty years. Our warmest thanks to all of you.

Eric H. Schultz Roberta Rubel Schaefer, Ph.D.

President Executive Director
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Clark University

Coghlin Electrical Contractors, Inc.

College of the Holy Cross

Commerce Bank

Commonwealth Bank

Cutler Associates, Inc.

DCU Center

E.B. Luce Corp.

F.W. Madigan Company, Inc.

Fallon Clinic

Fallon Community Health Plan

First American Realty, Inc.

Flagship Bank & Trust 

Fletcher, Tilton & Whipple, PC

FLEXcon

Greenberg, Rosenblatt, Kull & Bitsoli

Hanover Insurance

Harr Motors

Imperial Distributors, Inc.

IPC Real Estate Management

Katz Companies

Kelleher & Sadowsky

Kinefac Corporation

LaVigne Inc.

Lian, Zarrow, Eynon & Shea

Lutco, Inc.

Manufacturing Advancement Center

MassMEP

Merit Construction Alliance

Millbrook Distributors, Inc.

Mirick O’Connell, LLP

Morgan-Worcester, Inc.

Mountain, Dearborn & Whiting LLP

National Glass Works, Inc.

National Grid

NSTAR Gas & Electric

P.L. Jones & Associates, P.C.

Peterson Oil Service

Polar Company

Quaker Special Risk

Rotman’s Furniture & Carpet

Saint-Gobain Corporation

Seder & Chandler, LLP

Small Business Service Bureau Inc.

Sole Proprietor, Inc.

Sovereign Bank

Sullivan Insurance Group, Inc.

Table Talk Pies, Inc.

TD BankNorth MA

Telegram & Gazette

The Protector Group

UMass Medical School

UMass Memorial Health Care

UnumProvident 

Verizon

Webster Five Cents Savings Bank

Worcester Business Development
Corporation

Worcester Credit Union

Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Worcester State College

Individuals
Robert Anderson

Michael Angelini

Janelle Ashley

Richard Baker

John Bassett

Philip Beals

Bruce Bennett

Dennis Berkey

Sarah Berry

S. Leslie Blatt

Jean Bolz

Mrs. Howard Booth

Christopher Bramley

Rosa & Herb Bromberg

John Brooks

Eric Buch

Brian Buckley

Joseph & Polly Carter

Harriette Chandler

Joan & Jim Christo

Henry Ciborowski

Robert Clair

Barbara Clifford

Eleanor Clifford

Christos Cocaine

Mark Colborn

J. Christopher Collins

Richard B. Collins

P. Kevin Condron

Alan Cooper

Mr. & Mrs. Fairman Cowan

Fred Cowan

Douglas Cowan

James Curran

Gilbert Davis

Peter Dawson

Martha & Bill Densmore

Henry Dewey

Tom Dolan

Alexander Drapos

David Driscoll

Ellen Dunlap

Peter & Susan Eleftherakis

Debra Eyges

Timothy Feagans

Patricia Fletcher

Warner & Mary Fletcher

Alan Fletcher

The Research Bureau Contributors – 2005
Listed below are the Foundations, Corporations and Individuals who contributed to the Worcester Regional Research Bureau
in 2005. We are very grateful for their generous support.
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A Message
from the President and the Executive Director

The year was marked by our 20th anniversary gala to celebrate our past

accomplishments, and by our efforts to position the organization for the next

two decades. On September 29 in the Great Hall of Mechanics Hall, we rec-

ognized the foresight of The Research Bureau’s founders and the hard work

and dedication of our past presidents. And we paid special tribute to Fairman

C. Cowan, who was not only instrumental in the founding of The Research

Bureau, but has played a continuous role in its growth and development.

Our tribute included establishing a fund in his honor to  support our govern-

ment performance measurement project. At the same event, with an eye

toward the future, we unveiled an updated logo with an abbreviated name,

and a new mission statement. While still officially the Worcester Regional

Research Bureau, the leadership decided that the length and difficulty of get-

ting the words in the right order called for adopting a shortened version.

Hence, we are doing business as The Research Bureau. And our mission

statement hones in on what we do best: “conducting independent, non-parti-

san research and analysis of public policy issues” in the Greater Worcester

region “to promote informed public debate and decision-making.”

A second major undertaking of The Research Bureau during this year was

the Central Massachusetts Talent Retention Project. The work was commis-

sioned by the Regional Competitiveness Council, one of six appointed by

Governor Romney three years ago. The purpose of these councils was to con-

duct in-depth analyses of each region’s economic climate and develop proj-

ects that would advance the goals of job growth and economic development

within each region. Analysis of the Central Region’s economy identified edu-

cation and knowledge-creation as one of the Region’s key strengths. Central

Massachusetts is home to fifteen colleges and universities that enroll more

than 35,000 students annually and graduate approximately 5,000 students

each year. The Central Massachusetts Regional Competitiveness Council

identified the ability to retain a greater proportion of the “home grown” tal-

ent graduating from these institutions as a priority, since this talent pool

could enhance the competitiveness and attractiveness of the workforce to

existing employers and to those interested in establishing businesses in the

Region. It is also a pool of potential entrepreneurs.
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Kerstin Forrester

David & Ann Forsberg

James Garvey

Gerald Gates

Dr. & Mrs. Wayne Glazer

Lois Green

Joel Greene

David Grenon

David Gruber

Abraham Haddad

Patricia Harmon

James Heald II

John Herron

John Herron, Jr.

Jay Himmelstein

Robert & Barbara Hogan

Nason Hurowitz

M. Howard Jacobson

Mr. & Mrs. John Jeppson

William Kelleher, Jr.

Rev. Paul Kennedy

Richard & Mary Ann Kennedy

Andrea & Peter Klein

Barbara Kohin

Joyce Kressler

Agnes Kull

Sandra Kurtinitis

Lawrence Landry

Thomas Lavigne

Richard Leahy

Robert Lewis

Ann Lisi

Val & Steve Loring

Karen Ludington

Diane & Gary MacConnell

Francis Madigan, III 

Dr. Baltej Maini

Thomas Manning

Shelia McCann

Christian McCarthy

Neil McDonough

Michael McFarland

William McGarry

Joseph McManus

Martin McNamara

Ogretta McNeil

Donald Melville

Charles Monihan

Rita Moran

Paul Morgan

Philip Morgan

William Mosakowski

Demitrios Moschos

Frederic Mulligan

John Nelson

Robert Nemeth

Kevin O’Sullivan

John O’Connor

Francis Paquette

James Paulhus

Perry Pero

Susan Philips

Thomas Plough

Paul Reville

Gary Roboff

Penelope Rockwell

Mel Rosenblatt

Steven Rothschild

Steven Rotman

John Rowe

Joan Sadowsky

Nancy Sala

Joseph Salois

Roberta & David Schaefer

Sally & Ben Schenck

Eric Schultz

J. Robert Seder

Ronald Shaich

Alan Sharaf

Philip Shwachman

Evelyn Silver

Ed Simsarian

Barbara Sinnott

Barbara Smith-Bacon

Al Southwick

Ivan Spear

Dr. Morris Spierer

John Spillane

Nanette St. Pierre

David Strassler

James Tashjian

George Tetler, III

Rev. Edmond Tinsley

David Tougel

Richard Traina

Gregory Tranter

Robert Vaudreuil

Wallace Whitney, Jr.

Arthur Wolpert

David Woodbury

Janice Yost

Carmine Zamarro

Donna Zerwitz

Kenneth Zirkle

In-Kind Gifts
Assumption College

Bank of America

Bowditch & Dewey, LLP

Charter Communications

Clark University

College of the Holy Cross

Fallon Community Health Plan

Greenberg, Rosenblatt, Kull & Bitsoli, P.C.

Massachusetts College of Pharmacy &
Health Sciences

Reservoir Printing

Seder & Chandler, LLP

UnumProvident

Telegram & Gazette

Worcester Regional Chamber
of Commerce

Worcester State College

Thomas S. Green Awards Sponsors
Abbott Bioresearch

Assumption College

Bay State Savings Bank

Beechwood Hotel

Commonwealth National Bank

DCU Center

Ecotarium

Flagship Bank & Trust

Grasseschi Plumbing & Heating, Inc.

Higgins Armory Museum

Lauring Construction Company

Massachusetts Electric

Mirick O’Connell, LLP

Music Worcester, Inc.

NSTAR

Saint-Gobain Corporation

Salisbury Singers

Sharfmans

Sole Proprietor, Inc.

TD Banknorth MA

Telegram & Gazette

Tower Hill Botanic Garden

UnumProvident

Webster House Restaurant

Worcester Art Museum

Worcester Historical Museum

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of these lists.
If we have made an error, please let us know. Thank you.



Research in the Public Interest …. That’s What We do

“The Research Bureau’s well-deserved reputation for integrity 

makes its reports a vital resource for elected officials, policy 

makers, journalists and citizens alike.”

Telegram & Gazette Editorial, October 2, 2005

Reports

Check out the new look
of our web site

at
www.wrrb.org 

for a complete list of our Reports, News
and Forum Announcements and more!

CCPM

Benchmarking Municipal and
Neighborhood Services
in Worcester: 2005 – October 2005

Benchmarking Economic Development
in Worcester: 2005 – November 2005

Downtown Worcester Office
Occupancy: 2005 Survey –
December 2005

Benchmarking Public Education in
Worcester: 2006 – March 2006

Citizen Satisfaction with Municipal
Services: 2005 Survey – June 2006

Research Bureau

City Council Salaries and the
Competitiveness of Elections:
A Survey – 9/22/05

Siting Residential Social Service
Programs: The Process and
the Options – 10/3/05

Reorganizing Public Safety Functions:
Considerations For and Against –
12/15/05

Destination Worcester: What’s the
“Convention-al Wisdom?” – 3/27/06

How Can Worcester Insure its Fiscal
Health in FY07 and Beyond? – 5/16/06

Central Massachusetts Talent Retention
Project – May 2006



2005 – 2006 Annual Report

Mission Statement:

The Research Bureau serves the public interest 

of the Greater Worcester region by conducting independent,

non-partisan research and analysis of public policy issues

to promote informed public debate and decision-making.

Worcester Regional Research Bureau

319 Main Street, Worcester, Massachusetts

Telephone: 508 799 7169  Facsimile: 508 799 4720 

www.wrrb.org
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